EDITORIAL

INNOVATION – IS IT BROAD ENOUGH?
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the beer itself is not the greatest experience and despite the fact
that I have never since seen quite the same ability of the foam to
wear my sign from top to bottom. The little things I get besides
the beer itself are important to me, and I would collect them
happily if they were presented to me, and they would make me a
loyal consumer and ambassador.
Could you imagine that innovation in the areas around taste
and aroma could open people’s eyes? That we could do things to
give consumers truly unique experiences that they would need
to have repeated every now and then?
Another thing is the communication between breweries and
consumers. As a consumer, I feel that the beer commercials
which reach me through TV at the moment are only talking
to the boy in me. I know that at age 45 and with three kids, I
do not belong to the target group that the big breweries want
to reach. But is it just me who feel that the commercials, by
reminding me of all the things I am no more, exclude me from
the community of beer drinkers? Maybe they are right that
beer is for young men with massive bolts of lightning spouting
out their asses? Maybe a glass of wine (or a pot of tea) is more
suitable for people that, like me, even on a good day can only
offer a little thunder? Am I in this way being commercialised
out of my beer consumption?
I can understand why it is important to talk directly to the
young men, but I fail to understand why it is impossible and
unattractive to have a parallel communication to other groups of
the population. I fear that we are losing consumers which, like
me, feel excluded from the young, the funny and continuously
partying society of beer drinkers, and we certainly do nothing
to convince people that are not drinking beer today that there
actually are great experiences to obtain in our beloved products.
I urge the brewers in Denmark to allow their innovative skills
to extend beyond the work taking place in their breweries. Can
you present beer that holds more than just the beer itself – beer
that offers associated experiences, different and/or surprising
arguments why it is all right to enjoy a beer now and then,
initiatives or gimmicks that make a particular product stand out
on the shelves and signal that here we have a product that is unique
and not just another ‘me too IPA’? And maybe more important –
can you find ways to communicate to all groups of people that we
actually do have something to offer them? Something that holds
unique experiences not only in taste and flavour.
Karsten Laurents
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